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Complacency: Reflexes
Aren’t Enough

I

Provided by Andrew Seich, Director of Digital Media,
Safety Resources Company of Ohio

t is commonly understood that industrial and construction workplaces can be
hazardous. This is hardly new information. However, this common understanding is in some ways, a potential hazard
in and of itself. This may sound counter intuitive, but there is actually a pretty simple explanation for it. Consider, if you will, the following.

You are driving on a relatively straight,
smooth highway. There is no other traffic,
and you have the cruise control set to the
speed limit. These conditions, over time,
make for a pretty boring drive, so perhaps you
put on some music, or engage in a lively conversation with another passenger. You may
not be completely distracted, but you have become so familiar with the driving conditions
that you are no longer giving them your full
active thought. Now consider that a raccoon
or branch is in the roadway. Despite being
able to see it well in advance, you might not
react to it until you almost hit it. You quickly
jerk the wheel to avoid the obstacle. You
might be fine, or you might end up in a ditch.
In this case, had you taken the precaution of
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paying better attention further ahead of the car, you could have adjusted to the hazard not only
sooner, but also in a safer controlled manner. Your familiarity with the task made you complacent,
turning a relatively small hazard into a much larger problem.
This same concept can also apply in the workplace. Work practices become routine and tasks are
performed on autopilot. After thousands of repetitions, active thought gives way to muscle memory,
and this is where the potential hazard lies. When you stop actively thinking about the tasks you
are performing, you might not notice when something goes wrong. Maybe an important step is
missed, or damage is overlooked on a piece of equipment. Perhaps a machine guard is left out of
place, or a lock out is skipped. Not only are you now exposed to this potential hazard, but unless
you realize your mistake and correct it, so is everyone who comes after you.
With that much uncertainty in the mix, the only thing left to protect you might just be your reflexes. But while you might think your reflexes are excellent, they quite simply aren’t good enough to
protect you. Reflexes aren’t conscious actions. They are automatic actions that literally come from
your spine. This makes them faster than normal thought, but it also means that they are unreliable at best. Even if your reflexes are “fast enough”, they might actually put you into even more
danger. Maybe your sudden pull back from a spark causes you to lose your balance, or your attempt to grab something to prevent a fall activates a tool. The fact is, reflexes are your body’s last
ditch effort to protect itself. Even if they are fast, they aren’t reliable enough to be considered a
part of any safety plan.
Safety requires conscious planning. Safety requires active thought. Safety requires people who are
willing to slow down and consider their actions. Anything less isn’t safety, its sheer luck.

Safety Tip of the Month
Provided by Troy Manion, Safety Director, Hilscher-Clarke
And Stark County Safety Council Steering Committee Member

Cold Weather Clothing!!
Appropriate Winter Dress

W

orkers should avoid exposure to extremely cold temperatures
when possible. When cold environments or temperatures can not be
avoided, workers should follow these clothing recommendations:
Wear several layers of loose clothing. Layering provides better insulation.
Tight clothing reduces blood circulation. Warm blood needs to be circulated to the extremities.
When choosing clothing, be aware that some clothing may restrict movement resulting in a
hazardous situation.
Boots should be waterproof and insulated.
Wear a hat; it will keep your whole body warmer. (Hats reduce the amount of body heat that
escapes from your head.)
Wear mittens (they retain body heat better than gloves) Hand and foot heating packs can also be helpful.

Thank you! SCSC December Luncheon
Toy Collection a great success!

T

he SCSC hosted a Toys for Tots Drive at the December 13th
luncheon/meeting. Over 480 toys and $695 in cash was collected.
Thank you for your overwhelming generosity!

Did you know...Christmas is Year Round
at the Stark County Engineer’s Office!

T

he Stark County Engineer’s Office fundraises all year
to con- tribute to the Toys for Tots collection given at
the SCSC luncheon. To the right is the photo with
Santa’s Elves purchasing toys with the almost
$2000.00 raised throughout the year!

Thank you to the staff at Stark County Engineer’s Office and
everyone who helped make the Toys for Tots Collection at the
SCSC luncheon so meaningful for the children of Stark County.

Safety Culture– It’s About The People
Provided by Troy Manion , Safety Director Hilscher-Clarke
and Stark County Safety Council Committee Member

A simple way of building and sustaining an effective
safety culture is by taking a human approach and focusing on the people of the organization.
By Scott Falkowitz and Grace Herrera | May 26, 2015

A

common goal of most companies is to improve the
safety culture within the organization. While this
sounds fairly straightforward, the path to success
often is riddled with misunderstanding and met with great difficulty.

Many companies tend to ignore a weak safety culture for years for a variety of reasons, and then
decide some action needs to be taken as a result of an unplanned or unexpected event. Often,
some attempt is made to improve the culture by arbitrarily directing funds and resources into
training, staff and equipment. By doing this, companies expect a reduction in the frequency and
severity of incidents and an overall increase in commitment from their employees. Long-term,
this typically leads to disappointment and falling short of the goal.
To effectively improve the culture over the long-term, begin with an evaluation of where you are
on the cultural thermometer, followed by a plan of action. The purpose of the plan is to identify
what motivates your team, as well as which activities build trust, commitment and communication. We will take a high level look at what is required to do so, as well as illustrate how effective
communication and feedback – combined with a focus on the people – can help achieve optimum
results.
Evaluating the Challenge
Determining your cultural position requires a creative approach. Some organizations use validated perception surveys on the front end to receive feedback directly from the employee. Keep in
mind that anonymity and confidentiality must be ensured and are keys to receiving accurate information and building trust. (Erickson, 2013)
Although somewhat antiquated, a simple suggestion box may be used. This helps with those employees who want a voice but who may not feel comfortable speaking up. The information collected will be valuable as you build your plan and form or reinforce the culture of your organization.
With this approach, management must communicate the feedback and then act on the findings
in a proactive and positive way. Remember that the key word associated with culture is "caring,"
and it's required from both employees and management.
Creating & Measuring Your Plan
Creating an effective plan is as important as having the desire to improve. A haphazard approach is similar to running through the woods at night. Sooner or later, the team will encounter
an unplanned obstacle that has the potential to significantly derail progress. The best way to
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avoid this is to start at the top and systematically plan out the initiatives and how they will be
steered throughout the organization.
Determining what motivates your people will assist you in implementing your new initiatives. It
leads to discovering why employees continue certain behaviors. Consider these questions:
 Are at-risk behaviors driven by the fear of reprisal due to time demands?
 Do employees focus on quality because they take great pride in their work?
 Do employees work safely because they want the accolades others receive?
Is safety important to them because they witnessed a tragedy to a friend or family member?
Similarly, consider the motivations of front line supervisors:
 Is management driving supervisors to encourage employees to not follow procedure?
 Are employees interpreting the request for production as a call for productivity at any cost?
 Is upper management clear on what its role is?
 Are you aware that monetary rewards that pay based on employees not getting injured damage reporting?
The plan components now will be focused on the items that were indicated as problematic, as
well as other items found by questioning your own internal processes. It still might include
manpower, training, equipment improvement and auditing, but now it's done with a specific
purpose and goal in mind.
Once the team gets to a point where they believe progress is being made, the next step is to
measure progression. The simplest method is to conduct a second perception survey and compare the results against the first.
More important than that is the direct feedback of the employees, which serves as a key indicator. Leaders should take time out of their schedules each week to have face time with the employees. These conversations are important; ask about the work of the employees, participate in
the process of job safety analyses and root cause analyses, attend safety committee meetings
and participate in the audit and resolution process. While this is not a scientifically validated
method, it serves as a good litmus test to identify what the status of morale and engagement is.
Building Trust & Commitment
As the team navigates through the plan roadmap, an emphasis should be placed on building
trust. This is everyone's responsibility as it fosters ownership of the process and vision. Employees must feel that they can be open and honest about their concerns related to safety, morale
and program progression. They need to be free to ask questions about expectations without the
fear of retaliation.
Employers have an obligation to listen and respond in a consistent manner. Employers must be
proactive, inventive, inclusive and thought-provoking when it comes to their planned initiatives.
Trust and sustainability only can occur when each side understands the thoughts and expectations of the other.

When employees feel respected, informed and included in the decision-making process, they more
likely will continue participating, start communicating and feel better about the organization for
which they work. During the process of culture building, the goal essentially is to eliminate the
"us versus them" mentality, regardless of the differences in pay scales and job responsibilities.
Roles and responsibilities aside, we as a collective workforce spend more time with each other
than we do engaging in our hobbies and spending time with our families. We owe it to ourselves
and each other, as well as our families, to work together to improve the culture in our workplace.

ROBIN’S CORNER
By Robin Watson, Ohio BWC Representative
Q: Why should I bother with a Wellness Program at my
Company?
A: There is a lot of talk recently about wellness programs in the safety
world. Especially in Ohio, since the BWC has rolled out the Better you,
Better Ohio free wellness program for Ohio Employees that work in high
risk industries.
So, a big question is: Why should a company want a wellness program? Employees are your most important asset – so you want them
healthy! Let’s review just a few other reasons you want healthier employees:
1)
Fewer injuries and if injured they recover quicker
2)
Less absenteeism and more presenteeism – Boost Productivity!
3)
Boost morale, reduce stress, create a sense of accomplishment, reduce depression and build
community at work
4)
Lower healthcare costs and good return on investment. Studies show for every $1 spent on
health intervention employees recoup $1.40 to $4.60 in avoided medical cost and productivity
losses.
These are just a few reasons and they sound pretty good! If you are eligible, consider promoting the BWC
Better you, Better Ohio free wellness program. If you are a larger company, it still makes sense. You can
also talk with your insurance carrier, they may have programs to assist you as well.

Upcoming Events
January 22—OSHA Recordkeeping Refresher—Tangier’s Restaurant, Akron
hosted by the Summit Co. Safety Council—for registration go to events at
http://www.thesummitcountysafetycouncil.org/
March 6-8—Save the Date! Ohio Safety Congress & Expo at the Greater
Columbus Convention Center

Trench Safety Conference December 19

The Stark County Safety Council and OSHA partnered to host a Trench Safety Conference on December 19th. The SCSC wants to thank the OSHA Area Directors, presenters, attendees and special guest Cindy Hess for making this event a
huge success.

From Left: Randy Martin & Adam Fries

Presenters & Special Guests:
Area Directors: Left: Larry Johnson, Columbus; Back: Ken
Area OSHA Directors, Howie Eberts,
Montgomery, Cincinnati; Right: Howie Eberts, Cleveland;
Cleveland, Larry Johnson, Columbus,
Front: Kim Nelson, Toledo
Ken Montgomery, Cincinnati, Kim Nelson, Toledo, Dana “Buck” Buchholzer,
Safety Controls Technology, Director of Underground Services, Adam Fries, Compliance Safety
and Health Officer, OSHA Cleveland Area Office, Randy Martin, Stark County Safety Council
Chairman & Safety Director Beaver Excavating Company, Andrew R. Cirata, United Rentals
Inc., Trench Safety, Doug Cincurak Captain/Shift Commander, City Of Green Fire Department
and special guest Cindy Hess.

Trench Safety Conference December 19
Pictures
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From Left: Howie Eberts & Randy
Martin

FREE BWC SAFETY CLASSES
There are a free BWC safety classes available at North Canton Service office that might benefit your company. Please consider attending one of these classes. See
the BWC catalog for descriptions for each class.
___________________________________________________

Transportation-injury Prevention Tips for Truck Drivers—Jan. 8—8:30-noon
First Aid in the Workplace—Jan. 17—8:30-4:30 p.m.
Combustible Dust Hazards: Recognition, Evaluation & Control Recommendations—Jan 31—8:30-4:30 p;m.
Accident Analysis Half-day Workshop—February 21—8:30-noon
OSHA Recordkeeping Half-day Workshop—Feb. 21—8:30-noon
Fall Hazards in Construction & Maintenance—Feb 27-28—8:00-4:30 each day

Resources



The BWC Library creates a monthly ‘Safety Update’ available at www. bwc.ohio.gov
Occupational Health & Safety Administration—www.osha.gov

February 14, 2019
“Exercise for Improved
Health!”
February is Heart Month! This month’s
presenter is Abbey Murphy,
ACE Certified Personal Trainer,
Wellness Supervisor, Aultcare
Spotlight
Company:
Spotlight Company
Local Emergency Planning Committee
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